
 Happiness is a very special ingredient 
to enjoy life; but, how can we be happy? 
Many people have spent their lives trying to 
answer this question from different 
standpoints in psychology, science, 
philosophy, medicine, religion, etc. Most of 
them have reached the same conclusion: 
“There is no magic formula to happiness”. 

 Mari Carmen and I met Daniel Gilbert, a 
well-known professor Harvard University. Gilbert 
wrote “Stumbling on Happiness” which contains 
the results from some research related to 
happiness. For example, (1) Human beings have 
different parameters and references to being 
happy, what makes some happy may not have the 
same effect on others. (2) Why are some people 
happy even when facing a harsh situation? This is 
due to personal inner work and the capability 
developed to get adapted in order to   resolve any 
difficulty. (3) According to Gilbert, our mind can 
get confused with illusionism, and therefore it 
might take some decisions believed to be necessary 
to be happy when they are not.  !
 However, from those mistakes, it is feasible 
to learn, and that is why the author encourages us 
to be creative and to use our discernment, in order 
to dare imagine possibilities to create a future to 
be happy. !
 Even when there is not a formula to create 
happiness, there are principles and attitudes, 
which increase our capability to enjoy life: People 
who are thankful, productive, kind, sharing, 
people who know how to love and to be loved and 
learn from mistakes, who do not hang on to the 
past, are the ones with the biggest possibilities to 
reach happiness. 
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HUMAN BEINGS HAVE 

DIFFERENT PARAMETERS 

AND REFERENCES TO BEING 

HAPPY, WHAT MAKES SOME 

HAPPY MAY NOT HAVE THE 

SAME EFFECT ON OTHERS.
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Some reflections about  

happiness

"THE SECRET OF 
HAPPINESS IS NOT 

ALWAYS DO WHAT YOU 
WANT BUT ALWAYS WANT 

WHAT YOU DO." 

!
- LEO TOLSTOY. 
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 Things that we think, do and say have a 
great impact on our happiness and our capability to 
be happy. 

 Some years ago, Juan Lafarga S. J, a friend 
of mine, taught me about the importance of seeing 
the glass half-full instead of seeing it half-empty. I 
have discovered that this concept goes beyond the 
fact of being optimistic as it calls for seeing what we 
have and make the most of it. This attitude will 
generate minds able to create abundance. While 
those who see the glass half-full go beyond 
possibilities, those who tend to focus on what is 
missing tend to live afraid and dissatisfied, blaming 
the circumstances and the others for his or her 
failures and unhappiness. 

         As we journey through our life with the 
experience and perspective obtained from the years 
and maturity, we start to dismiss that which is not 
worthwhile in our life.. 

  

 Salvador Alva, who led to the change in 

PepsiCo Latin America, wrote a book titled “Tu vida, 
tu mayor negocio” <Your life, your biggest 
business> to remind us that it is extremely 
important to design and build a full life. Salvador is 
aware of the pace and demands of combining the 
responsibility to succeed at work, with those of 
family and   society. Our everyday stress and 
activities test our capability of being happy, and 
challenge us to watch our thoughts and to strive to 
give our life a constant sense and purpose.     

 Both Daniel Gilbert and Salvador Alva 
suggest that one of the keys to enjoying life is 

having a vision of future, but always living in the 
present.  

            Salvador invites us to be self-responsible and 
not to manipulate others nor be manipulated. 
Quoting Salvador we can say “Life is full of hard 
situations, but we have the tools and opportunities 
to decide to be happy. The freedom to choose how 
to react to circumstances is ours.” “Every time we 
open our eyes, we all have a chance to start over 
again.  We receive a new chance to change things in 
life that we don’t like.”  

        Many of us start a new year with purposes and 
resolutions, choosing to be happy is a good option, 
which will bring abundance to us. Those who are 
happy want happiness for others.  
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WHY ARE SOME PEOPLE HAPPY 

EVEN WHEN FACING A HARSH 

SITUATION? THIS IS DUE TO 

PERSONAL INNER WORK AND THE 

CAPABILITY DEVELOPED TO GET 

ADAPTED IN ORDER TO   RESOLVE 

ANY DIFFICULTY.  

ACCORDING TO GILBERT, OUR 
MIND CAN GET CONFUSED 
WITH ILLUSIONISM, AND 

THEREFORE IT MIGHT TAKE 
SOME DECISIONS BELIEVED 

TO BE NECESSARY TO BE 

HAPPY WHEN THEY ARE NOT. 
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